Oracle’s BI platform is an enterprise-class platform for all modes of
reporting and information delivery including enterprise reporting,
dashboards, ad hoc analysis, OLAP, and predictive analytics. Oracle BI
platform can push information to users through notifications or embed
it within business process workflows. Oracle Business Intelligence
simplifies systems deployment and management through integrated
systems management capabilities.

MIA OBIEE Metadata and Reports Designing for one of the Insurance
Companies in Ireland
In Europe, the client is a Lifestyle Protection and Mortgage Insurance business. The
power of their promises help people secure their finances and look after their
families and futures. Because their promises protect the precious moments that
matter in people’s lives.
iWareLogic was able to offer the client a “Turn Key” solution on a low monthly price
per image basis.
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Demand Drivers


Tool capabilities to provide a pure web based environment.



Need analytical reports to get the input values to update the database.



Need navigation paths from the measures to different reports.



Tool should manually override the summary and detailed values in the reports.



Reports to be displayed in Month Matrix format.



Display the dense data with zero values onto the report.

Pain Points / Challenges


Getting the BI reports displayed in the same format as already available in their existing tool.



Aligning the client priorities with business demands.



Projecting capacity utilization and achieving scalability.



Managing the delays in the project schedule.

Approach / Solution


OBIEE is a comprehensive suite delivering the full range of BI capabilities including interactive
dashboards, full ad hoc intelligence, alerts and more.



Integrated OBI with Oracle Apex for getting the input values.



Pure web based solution that supports GOURL kind of features.



Based on RDBMS and data warehousing concepts, implemented complex formulas, aliases etc.



Configured the tool with drilling down features on combined reports.

Results


Client had a positive experience of working with iWareLogic on the BI project.



The team at iWareLogic exceeded the client expectations in terms of the quality of products and
services provided.



A complete BI implementation has been provided that was integrated with APEX technology.
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What the Client had to say?
“iWareLogics’ fully customizable end to end solution provides not only the standard data extraction and
approval workflow, but incorporates our custom online forms, business rules, and data feed as well. No other
solution we reviewed was able to offer this in a “Turn Key” low monthly price per image basis.”
– Leading Insurance Company in Ireland.

About iWareLogic
iWareLogic Technologies, a subsidiary of the Vyom Labs is an Enterprise Business Applications
consulting firm, specializing in Oracle Applications and technologies. iWareLogic, an Oracle
Gold Partner services clients in applications like Siebel, Oracle eBusiness Suite, PeopleSoft.

iWareLogic offers application development delivery with a focus on:


Application customizations



Workflows



Integrations and



Data conversions

We also provide both functional and technical staff augmentation for Oracle Enterprise Application
Implementation and support.
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